LIST OF PAPERS PUBLISHED, ACCEPTED AND PRESENTED IN THE JOURNALS (NATIONAL & INTERNATIONAL BEARING ISSN/ISBN WITH IMPACT FACTOR), MEGAZINE, SEMINARS, CONFERENCES ARE SHOWN BELOW-

1. Publications (Published /Accepted in Journals bearing ISSN/ISBN/IMPACT FACTORS)


2. Papers presented on Seminars / Conferences -


iv. National seminar on “India-Myanmar-china relations” organised by Centre for Myanmar studies, Manipur University (27-30, April, 2012). Title of paper: “Implication of Border Trade Barriers vis-a-vis infrastructure between India & Myanmar with special reference on to India in the advent of LEP”.

v. National seminar on “Entrepreneurships down in North East India with special reference to women Entrepreneurs of Manipur’s Problem & Prospect’’, organised by Department of Commerce of Manipur University & IIPA, Imphal local Branch (28-29-May-2012). Title of paper presented: ‘Role of Marketing strategies in promotion of women entrepreneurs in Manipur’.


viii. National seminar on “Problems Prospects & opportunities of women entrepreneurship; sponsored by Indian Council of social & Research”, organised by Department of Commerce Manipur University (21-22-Sept-2012). Title of paper presented “Women entrepreneur of related challenging Issued; An Overview”.


xii. 66th All India Commerce Conference on “Inclusive growth and Sustainability –role of Commerce Education in India, sponsored by the Indian Commerce Association.” Organised
by Commerce Department of Bangalore University, (05-07-Dec-2013). Title of paper presented: “Resource Mobilisation factor in Look East Policy: Where do the Manipur Aam Adaami lead to?”


xvi. National seminar on “Democratic decentralization and the tribals in northeast India”, sponsored by Indian Council of Social Science Research, organised by Centre for study of social exclusion and inclusion policy, Manipur University, (12-13nd February 2015). Title of paper presented: “Globalization and Act East Policy: The role of tribal community”.

xvii. National seminar on “Culture and society in North East India”, organised by Centre for Manipur Studies, Manipur University, (19-20th February 2015). Title of paper presented: “Feature of Manipur’s culture in the framework of India’s Act East Policy.”
xviii. National Conference sponsored by Indian Council of Social Science Research, organised by Manipur University, (27-28 February 2015). Title of paper presented: “Aspect of Business Environment in India’s Act East Policy in Manipur, India”.
